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Replace Ties With Slurs processes notes in a selection and adds slurs to the processed notes. If the 

processed notes were tied, the plugin removes the ties.  

The intended usage is to use slurs to simulate dotted or dashed ties. 

 

The plugin can add the slurs exactly as Sib would if you had typed S while a note is selected. (Do not adjust 

slur positions). It can instead attempt to simulate the positioning of ties in a score (Position slurs with 

notes). The Offsets dialog provides tweakable settings for that process. 

 

  



Sample Output (replacing ties with solid slurs for easier comparison) 
 

Single notes. In these examples you can see tied notes and their replacements, using the default offset 

settings. Note that the shapes and spacing varies somewhat for different pitches. 

 



Chords 

  



Features, Warnings, and Limitations  
1. This is a tool that will eliminate some, but not all the work involved in replacing ties with slurs. In most 

cases some repositioning will be required. I suggest that you keep a copy of the original score with the ties 

intact so you can compare the ties with the replacement slurs. In some situations, this plugin will cause 

more work than it saves. 

2. Magnetic Layout will be turned off for any slurs that are positioned. 

3. Do not Reset Position on these slurs unless you chose not to position slurs. 

4. The plugin creates Magnetic Slurs. (A plugin cannot create or paste non-magnetic slurs). Sometimes funny 

things happen when trying to position Magnetic Slurs. 

5. The values in the Offsets dialog are saved and restored in the plugin Preferences database, so they are 

retained between sessions. 

6. There is a small set of built-in slur styles, plus the plugin will also list any user defined lines derived from 

slurs that have been used (not just defined) anywhere in the score.  

7. The plugin tweaks slur positions based on a number of criteria. Check the Offsets dialog for details. 

8. The plugin selects any added slurs at the end. It is thus a good candidate for using Browse Selected 

Objects to evaluate the results. 

9. The plugin does not modify the shape of the slurs; It has only been tested with Opus. The added slurs will 

not match the shapes or positioning of the original ties perfectly; I am not sure how close it can come. Users 

may need to change the slur shapes in Engraving Rules to match, though such changes will affect all the 

slurs in the score. 

10. The Shift Line Height plugin is a good tool for tweaking the Y position of slurs that are not quite right. 

11. Flipping magnetic ties whose X and Y offsets have been modified to fit between notes causes the slur to 

change positions in unexpected and undesirable ways. Flipped slurs usually go all the way to the top or 

bottom of the notes, and adjusted slurs do not behave the same way flipped ties work. 

12. When the plugin adds slurs, they are always positioned so that slurs starting from notes with stems down 

will use slurs above, and notes with stems up will use slurs below. This is different from ties, where all ties 

above the middle tie are above, and the others are below. 

 

This is a significant issue with Chords, where the slur X and Y positions are modified to align with notes.  

The plugin is unable to flip the slur or use a non-magnetic slur, so the flip must be done by the user. 

Unfortunately, flipping such adjusted slurs can change the X and Y positions in undesirable ways. 



 

Both vertical and horizontal adjustments must be made by the user after the slur is flipped. 

How to Silence Tied-To Notes 
The formerly tied note pairs are now connected by a slur, so both will sound. If you choose Silence tied-to 

notes in the main dialog, the plugin will silence the notes that were previously tied-to, so only the first note of 

the pair will sound. The plugin will not extend the duration of the note that originated the tie, though, so 

playback will not be the same as a tied note. It might be possible to make changes to Live Playback if you 

need better playback. 

How to reposition flipped slurs 

1. Drag with mouse or arrow keys  
a. Zoom in and select the “bottom middle endpoint”, then drag one endpoint into place. 

b. Click on remaining endpoint handle and drag into place 

 

 

2. Shifting using the Inspector or the Shift Line Height and Shift Horizontal plugins 

a. Using the Inspector or the Shift Line Height plugin, add or subtract values .5 spaces at a time 

to the Y offset and then fine tune to get to desired height. 

b. Using the Inspector or the Shift Horizontal plugin, add or subtract values to the Y position 

until the left endpoint is in place. If the right endpoint needs to be adjusted, use the Inspector to 

change the “End X” position as desired. 



 

3. You can see in this example that the curve of the slur is not the same as that of the ties; the plugin 

cannot change that. You can adjust it manually, or change it in Engraving Rules, though such 

changes will affect all slurs in the score. Also the X and Y offsets in the plugin can be adjusted to make 

the slur endpoints match the tie positions better. 

 

 


